Mail-order term papers let some relax

By Joe Sobczak
Staff Writer

"Term papers, those ingeniously contrived devices for keeping college students awake late at night, will keep many in front of their typewriters until the wee hours of the morning.

Another group, albeit a small one, will continue to enjoy the extracurricular activities offered by the city until the minute the paper is due. They have been granted the extra time not by scholastic achievement, but by mail. And for a price.

These students have gotten their research, and perhaps the paper itself, from one of five research paper mills around the country. These firms offer thousands of term papers on subjects ranging from old age and security to a detailed examination of monosodium glutamate. Pacific Research, which claims to be the largest in the field, is one of the most visible firms offering research papers to the student unable, for whatever reasons, to do his own research and writing.

These term papers are 240-page compilations beginning "...tine is of the essence in getting the best out of your college education; not to mention the real learning experiences offered by extracurricular college life. Literally hours per day can be wasted by not understanding the basic ins and outs of the academic process.

Pacific Research's salesmen, therefore, offer nearly 7,000 opportunities to "save you some of these hours." The three general categories listed—social science, humanities and science—offer 40 subcategories touching on most subjects of concern to the college student.

The catalogue lists the order number, the title of the paper and a brief description of the content of the paper. A listing of the number of pages, the number of footnotes and the number of bibliographic references. Prewritten papers cost $3 per page. All papers more than 24 pages in length cost at flat rate of $7.

Although Pacific's catalogue does not cover the correct paper, custom research papers can be ordered for $6.50 per page for undergraduates and $8 per page for graduates. Pacific says custom papers require at least 12 days to complete.

Pacific Research does not restrict itself to papers. The catalogue offers an editing service, an outlining service and a typing service. The prices for these services range from $1 per page for editing, $3 per page for outlining and $8 per page for typing.

The titles and descriptions of the papers Pacific offers give some insight into the scholarly research embodied in each. One such paper is "Why Business Schools Should Be Required to Publish their Descriptions—because it's good for you and gets you high." This paper has 12 footnotes and 11 bibliographic references.

Pacific Research proposes to address "The Implications of Einstein's Relativity Theory" in six pages with no footnotes or bibliographic references.

A call to Pacific's office revealed that some of the papers are bought from other research paper companies. The person representing Pacific on the telephone, who refused to identify himself, said most of the papers are written by freelance writers commissioned by Pacific. The balance of the papers come from trade-ins they keep credit on paper to students who submit papers to their file: and anonymous files of the three founders of the firm.

She said none of the commissioned papers are written by people still in school. Included on their staff of freelance writers are a lawyer, a doctor and a minister, the latter of whom writes a large number of papers, she said.

The season for the research paper business is in the spring when orders flood in from around the country, she said.

Pacific does not get harrassed by schools that view their service as a threat to academics, she said, but one professor from a university in Boston told her, "You're not the only one's advertisements from the school's bulletin board and stuffed them into an envelope with an obscene note and sent it to Pacific.

Pacific advertises through bulletin boards and school newspapers, she said.

"Is business good?" Pacific's telephone representative replied with a giggle.

"Yeah, we're making money."

Gus Bode

Gus says buying a term paper is like marrying a woman made pregnant by somebody else—you may get the child for it but you missed the creative thrill.

Law school appropriation bill may be considered next week

By Ed Lemspine
Staff Writer

Gov. James Thompson is expected to take action on a bill appropriating $7.5 million for the planning and construction of a new School of Law building within the next week, according to Woody Mongers, a press aide to the governor. Mongers said Monday that he could not specify what action Thompson would take.

The bill passed by the General Assembly includes $4 million for planning and construction of the building and $3.5 million for utilities and supplies needed in the building.

Thompson said in April that he would need $250,000 for planning the building this year and recommend an appropriation of $4 million for construction of the building next year.

"The appropriation of planning funds seemed to be sufficient to satisfy the ABA, which needs only to be assured of the continued progress of the Law School," Thompson said at that time.

The American Bar Association (ABA) has delayed permanent accreditation to the School of Law because of a lack of library, office and classroom space and the lack of a complete law library for the students. The school's provisional accreditation, granted by the ABA in February 1974, will expire in February 1979.

Students who enter and complete an unaccredited law school are not permitted to take the state bar examination.

Thompson has stated publicly that he will not allow the school to lose its accreditation status, but has not indicated whether or not he will sign the bill.

The bill was approved by the state House of Representatives on June 30 and sent to the governor June 24. If Thompson fails to act on the bill by August 24, the appropriation will automatically become law.

Saddletramp

Charlie Daniels releases after energetic concert. He and his band played at the DuQuon State Fairgrounds Saturday night for about 8,000 rowdy fans. A review of the concert and an exclusive interview appears on Page 6. (Staff photo by Brent Cranney)

Misuse of campus mail prompts memo

By Mike Field
Staff Writer

Although there has been "no real rash of abuses," periodic misuse of campus mail does occur, according to Harry Wirth, director of SIU Service Enterprises.

"I don't think there's any doubt that abuses do happen," Wirth said.

"Campus mail is for University business only. However, sometimes it is used for other things, such as personal communications. Occasionally, people send an advertisement for a house they have for rent or a car they have for sale through campus mail.

"This is strictly against our policies," he added.

The campus mail service is inspected by the Federal Postal Service periodically, Wirth said. The last such inspection occurred last April.

"Mostly, the people from the federal government look at the types of envelopes we use and the kind of business we send out," he said.
Flight students hear Godfrey’s advice

By Jim McCarty

Nick Sorkel

Staff Writer

Letter carriers reject tentative contract

By The Associated Press

The first union-wide vote on a tentative contract with the U.S. Postal Service, the national convention of the National Letter Carriers, was held Monday at the Hyatt Regency.

The voice vote of 8,600 state and local letter carriers who serve as delegates to the convention in Chicago is non-binding, but a union official said it would carry considerable weight among the nationwide rank-and-file, who will be voting by mail this week.

The NALC is one of three unions that represent letter carriers, and the Postal Service July 21, and convention action on the vote first other than by locals of each union.

The contract provides a wage hike of 11.5 percent the first year.

The other unions are the American Postal Workers Union, which represents letter carriers in New York-New Jersey local of the APWU and "the Violation," and the Mail Handlers Division of the Laborers’ International Union of North America.

Rahm Emanuel, a member of the Chicago delegation, said the Hyatt Regency was "one of the most beautiful hotels I’ve ever visited." He said the convention was "a great opportunity for the students and instructors at the Aviation Technology department to learn about safety issues and their experiences as a pilot." (Staff photo by Mike Gibson)

City to host anti-nuclear convocation
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Final cram sessions duindle as semester nears completion

The days of SIU's summer session are dwindling down to a precious two: final examinations.

The tight exam period, Aug. 3 and 4, will be followed by commencement exercises for several graduating classes.

About a third of the class will be made up of candidates for master's and doctoral degrees.

No formal address or special awards presentations will be made, but 30 retiring faculty members and administrative staff will be recognized.

Retiring faculty members number 20

By University News Service

A pioneer in the field of rehabilitation, two internationally known scholars are among 20 faculty members whom the 1977-78 academic year will be the last for from SIU. Their retirements will be recognized at Saturday's commencement.

The rehabilitation expert Guy A. Renzaglia, microbiologist Ira J. Golomb, and the computer scientist J.C. Dark have gained international reputations through their research and development work. The teaching skills of English professors E. Earle Shubitz and Thomas Cassidy have won them widespread recognition and endeared them to generations of SIU students.

Renzagli, assistant professor of microbiology and immunology at SIU and a member of the U.S. Army since 1960 as assistant dean of students after a distinguished career in the U.S. Air Force, has served as an assistant dean of off-campus housing and assistant professor of microbiology before serving as a University legal counsel in 1969. He is a graduate of Fordham University Law School and City College of New York. He has been on disability leave for some time.

Biotrick E. Becker, food and nutrition, came to SIU in 1962 from St. Louis Children's Hospital, where he was a dietitian for 21 years. A graduate of the University of Kansas, she holds a master's degree from 1U.

Carl E. Fisher, associate campus architect, left similar practice in his hometown of Springfield to join the SIU staff as a planning supervisor in 1967. A graduate of the University of Illinois at Urbana, he is a member of the American Institute of Architects; a member of the American Planning Association; and a registered architect in Illinois.

Elsa Kula, a lecturer in the Division of Comprehensive Planning and Design, joined the faculty in 1967 after serving as an instructor at the Illinois Institute of Technology, a free-lance graphic artist and art director of an advertising agency. She is a graduate of the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N.Y., and author of numerous articles in several national art and graphics publications.

Charles M. Pulley, assistant professor in the Division of Comprehensive Planning and Design, came to SIU in 1951 as director of architectural services. The former University architect guided SIU since 1958 in millions of dollars worth of campus building projects during his 27 years of service. He is a member of the Association of American Architects' distinguished service award, is a native of Marion and graduate of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Harvey C. R. Ray, professor in the department of vocational education studies, joined the faculty in 1958 teaching at the University of California. Indiana University and the University of Iowa. Raye was in 1978-79 as associate dean of the Illinois Rehabilitation Association's distinguished service award, and has served as the association's president, vice-president and treasurer over the years.

David T. Ray, assistant professor at Morris Library, has been on the faculty since 1960. An advisor to the SIU president, he has given many speeches and seminars in the Republic of Mali from 1960 to 1958. Ray has also served as librarian for the Center for Vietnamese Studies and cataloger in Morris Library. He was a foreign exchange officer with the U.S. Department of State for eight years and is a master's degree of the University of California at Los Angeles and Catholic University.

J.C. Dark, professor of English, is a native of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He earned his Ph.D. degree at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dark is a member of the Illinois Rehabilitation Association and a consultant on rehabilitation to Brazil and Australia. He also served as acting dean of the College of Human Resources soon after its establishment.

Ira J. Golomb, professor of microbiology, came to SIU in 1957 as associate professor of immunology at the Washington University School of Medicine. He received numerous research awards and teaching grants. A three-degree graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, Golomb has directed several National Science Foundation undergraduate and graduate training programs at SIU.

Edward J. Schmidee, professor of accounting, joined the faculty in 1965 after teaching stints at St. Louis University and Carthage College. A graduate of Fordham University, Schmidee's master's and Ph.D. degrees from New York University. Schmidee was in 1975 as a Gulbenkian scholar in the faculty of the Philadelphia University in Brazil.

Irv S. Spiegel, associate professor of curriculum, instruction and media, holds in SIU in 1978 as a scholar at the University of California. He has taught at the University of California and the University of North Dakota. He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and the University of Illinois.

Phyllis D. Dark, professor of English, joined the faculty in 1958 as associate professor of English at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is a graduate of the University of Illinois in 1951 as director of architectural services.

By University News Service

Pioneers among the retiring faculty members are: Theda L. Adams, a graduate of the University of Illinois in 1958 as director of architectural services.

Phyllis D. Dark, professor of English, joined the faculty in 1958 as director of architectural services.

By University News Service

Tuesday mostly sunny and quite warm. High mid to upper 80s. Partly cloudy and warmer Tuesday night with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. Low upper 60s. Wednesday variable clouds. Very warm and humid. Chance of showers and thunderstorms. High 70s to low 80s. Chance of rain 20 percent Tuesday night.

Beg your pardon

It was incorrectly stated in Friday's Daily Egyptian that the blacksmith was in 1954 as a scholar at the University of Illinois. They were granted the prize from the National Educational Association. They were granted the prize from the National Endowment for the Arts.
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The first century is hard on peace

By Arthur Hoppe

Jerusalem, July 31, 1988—Prime Minister Begin
Asin announced today that the Israeli Cabinet had
"informed, but to reluctantly reject" Egypt's latest
peace bid.

This brought forth an indignant protest from
Egyptian President Omar Assad, who said, "Even
though I'm alone," an angry Assad complained.

Begin promptly accused Zid of "stalling. " We
Israelis must be "patient and trust-the peace talkers
sit down at the bargaining table," he explained. "Zid's
stubborn unwillingness to make compromises in the
military, the Bedouins, and the mass of the
populace is the major stumbling block to a peaceful
settlement.

Zid, however, held firm, saying it was clearly
Israel's turn to put "pressure on" for him to reject as
he had made the last three peace bids in a row.1

Meanwhile, new fighting broke out in Lebanon
between the Palestinians, the Syrians, the Copts and
the Southern Baptists.

In Washington, President Fuller Hope said he was
confident that "a lasting peace in the Middle East is
just around the corner.

To ensure that lasting peace, President Hope said he
was sending the latest U.S. "doomsday bombs" to
Israel, Egypt, Libya, Saudi Arabia, the Palestine
Terrorist Organization, and "Crazy Idi" Bittidi, the
Mad Dictator of Uganda.

"We feel strongly," the president said, "that once the
peace talks have broken down, the bad guys will
peaceful. They could never hit the Middle East with a
flick of a finger, the bomb-bomber twice before starting a war. At least, we
hope so.

The president said he was also dispatching
Secretary of State Hughes Kinnigrew for a new
round of shuttle diplomacy in the Egyptian shuttle
which leaves Cairo on the hour and Jerusalem on the
half hour (daily, except Saturday.

The secretary told newsmen he was eagerly looking
forward to renewing old acquaintances, renewing
old peace bids, and "getting a really good knick.

Peace hopes were somewhat cooled, however, when
PLO leader Yasser Thassamabelli called a press
conference in which he warned that if we Palestinians
had been homeless for 130
years now and some of us are getting pretty sick and
tired of it.

He vowed to continue demanding that the Jews "go
back where they came from" even if "it takes another
130 years.

Meanwhile, new fighting broke out in Lebanon
between the Muslims, the Iraqis, the Drug at the
Andean mountain observers said some Lebanon
might also be involved.

Old fighting, on the other hand, broke out in the
Knowne
area, where the Federation party accused Prime
Minister Begin of smoking pot, slurping his tea from
a saucer, and working on crossword puzzles. "With
leaders like you," demanded one irate deputy, "what
do we hope of ever achieving a lasting peace?"

Begin, like "Dread" and "Argy, "the first hundred years
is the hardest."

---Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co---
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 Commentary

Hearst blames the press, FBl

By Bob Greene

Editor's note: This is the third part of an exclusive
interview with Patricia Hearst by syndicated columnist Bob Greene.

PLEASANTON, Calif—"I wouldn't work for
a newspaper for anything," Patricia Hearst said.
"It really is a crummy job, to have to pry into
people's personal lives. So pushy, so obnoxious. It's
the kind of thing I wouldn't want to do.

Her family's fortune comes from the press, but
perhaps Miss Hearst can be excused for her antipathy
toward reporters. Before Feb. 4, 1974—before she
was dragged from her Berkeley apartment and
kidnapped—a lot of people outside her family and
friends knew she was alive.

Miss Hearst talked about her fame during an
interview at the Federal Correctional Institution here.
The fame is not something she is comfortable with.
She didn't seek it, and she doesn't quite understand
it. She knows there is nothing she can do to get rid of it,
but it still haunts her.

"When I was on bail, people would come up to
me on the street and ask for my autograph," she said.
"I don't give out autographs. Because I'm not a
celebrity. A celebrity is a movie star. But people send
me pictures of myself in the mail and ask me to
autograph them and send them back. Oh, sure.

"Do they think I'm putting on all that stuff for
purpose? Do they think I jumped up and said, "Hey,
look at me and not think I'm nuts?"

"I try to accept it, but it's so strange to wake
up and see all this activity around me. I was out on bail
and have people recognize you.

What about the commercialization of her name? What
about the famous "Tana" poster, showing her posing
in Symbionese Liberation Army revolutionary
clothes, holding a gun? I've never seen that before,"
she said. "I think I can live a long time and go
without seeing anything.

"I think about people not knowing who I am. It's
a nice thing to think about, but it's a dumb thing to
think about, too, because it's going to happen. About the
best I can hope for when I get out is that people will
look at me and not think I'm me. Like when I was out
on bail, some people would stare at me and say, "Has
anyone ever told you that you look like Patty Hearst?"

They wouldn't say, "Oh, it's me!" It was always that
I looked like Patty Hearst.

"I don't think I'm justified for everything. I blame
the newspapers. It's the newspapers and the government.
Do you know, the police had my name as a potential
kidnap victim, the FBI had my name, and they never
told my family? They could have warned me, and I
could have moved out of my apartment and moved
home before it happened, and none of this would have
happened. If they would have come to me and
warned me, I would have moved home in a minute.

"The FBI moved into my parents' home after I was
kidnapped, and my parents asked them what would
happen, and the FBI said, 'It's OK, we get this all the
night. They'll probably have her involved in a crime,
but when she gets back she'll go straight into a
hospital. My parents thought the FBI was trying to
help them. And when I was indicted...my parents
threw them out of the house. I still have very bad
feeling for the FBI.

"The press, people are so used to seeing me in
a prejudicial light because of what the press has done. I
used to think I wanted to work for a magazine, but I
never realized...people really believe what they
read. I mean, it's amazing. If it's printed, people
believe it. Anything...

"I see what's written about me...I've become
somebody who's been invented by the National
Enquirer. I'm either somebody who's (tally flipped
out, or I'm painting my nails 50 times a day,
depending on which story you read. It's more
annoying than anything else. The more bizarre thing
they can print, the better they take you and make you
into whatever they want to..."

Miss Hearst said there was nothing at all good
that happened to her after she was kidnapped and
said.

"Yes, I didn't get married to Steven Weed.

"It's difficult to say what I would have been like if
all this hadn't happened. I probably would be married
and divorced by now. It's such an impossible question.
I might have gone to work for the Hearst magazines
in New York. If you probably would have gone on to
my degree in history as it was.

"What do I want from my life? Just to settle
down. To get married. Oh, yes. I want to have children, but
not right away. Before I do, I'd like some time for
myself. Just for my peace of mind.

"And I'd like for people to understand. Maybe
some day they will. I don't feel like I have to defend myself
to people so much...it's not that. A lot of people feel
strongly and are trying to help me. I don't want to
become obsessed with the idea of vindicating myself.
But I would like people to understand.

"Sometimes, sometimes I feel like I'm 24, but
sometimes I feel like I'm 65. It was like a little kid. 24 seemed
a lot older than it does now. Even when I was 18 years old, it seemed very old..."
Memorable action awards make debut at SIU

By Earl Amend
Vice-Presi dent

Americans do delight in award programs, if the number of entries for the 1988 SIU Associated Students of America, or "the lie, Art Awards," is any indication. Although some people believe such productions have reached the saturation point, one more had to be added to the list, as if to "hit" all the "right" buttons.

The 1988 Art Awards are to "glow" in the fields of the Fine Arts. A total of 32 paintings, 14 poems, one sculpture and one photography were named as "best of the best." Among the categories were "Showcase," which featured art from students and faculty, "Faculty," which exhibited faculty art and "Student," which featured student art. A total of 13 faculty members, 6 graduate students, 14 undergraduate students and 1 part-time employee were named as "Art Award Winners." Student Trustee Kevin Whipple led the Art Award honorees elected last semester by a 2-to-1 margin. Whipple, who campaigned on a platform of excellence, chose to work on his family's farm in Bridgewater rather than attend summer school. Whipple, who earns over $500 a month, set up office hours in Carbondale for the remainder of the summer.

The "Little Better Late Than Never" Award, to the College of Communications and Fine Arts, which after six years, finally got the repair work on its leaky roof underway. The What's a Few More Months Award (two-way tie), to SIU administrators, who have yet to decide how to meet Title IX deadlines and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The American Student, who has yet to devote how to enforce Title IX by the American Student, who has yet to devote how to enforce Title IX.

America offers contrast of wealth and poverty.

By Nguyen Duong
Assistant News Editor

Dear Grandmom,

I have found safe refuge here in America following your request. I am told that the town called "Chicago" is a haven for refugees. Many of the people here have been killed, but there is a place called "Carbondale," which I have not even heard of. Many students here wear beautiful clothing, but I think that is all they have. They have written a song about it called "Shore Pathway." I find America to be a very curious place. It is rich in many aspects, but poor in others. For example, there is a place called "college" and many students here are force to wear beautiful rags which expose large areas of their bodies. Many of the students here have died, but I am glad I am not one of them, and if I am here, I may be able to enjoy the entertainment in Carbondale. However, students seem to suffer from a variety of ailments, and even more so. Some boys do not seem offended that girls are scantily clad.

On the other hand, students have sufficient money for sweet-smelling cigarettes and beer, both of which they seem to enjoy greatly. Many students also have money for cars, so they are always complaining about inadequate on-campus parking, but it still is no worse.

I am still not exactly sure if I am allowed to call this country "home," because I have never been "out west." But I think I am going to try it out by going to Carbondale.

By the way, the favorite food of Americans is a big round sandwich called "hamburger." There are available in many places, in particular in "fast food" outlets where they can be bought and consumed rapidly, should anyone be suffering from withdrawal symptoms.

There are everywhere, usually marked with large signs and bright lights. They may have different names, but once you go inside, they all look alike. Whether the places are "on a string," or "hot dog" places.

"I wish I could talk to you more about it, but I just don't know what goes on in that place.

You may consider coming here for school. You might get an award for being the oldest student on campus. I think that is a very curious place, because the people are very curious place.

Your granddaughter, Nguyen Duong

Letters

Trees should have some rights too.

The purpose of this letter is to make readers realize the impact of deforestation. We do not have any rights. The following incident brought me to the realization quite abruptly.

My roommates and I were seated on the front porch experiencing the start of the season. We saw an oak tree begin to sink slowly, but as we looked closer, we saw that it was an oak tree. We went inside and saw that the tree was sinking slowly, but we were unable to see it. We were then forced to call the city and the city came and took the tree away. The tree was actually a giant oak tree. We went back to the tree and were forced to call the city and the city came and took the tree away.

They suggested that we move the tree to another location, but we were unable to do so.

CPR is offered in variety of ways.

It was a pleasure to read the informative article written by my classmate, Jane Slantz, who teaches CPR. It is a very useful service that provides immediate assistance to those in need.

The first aid training in Jordan, Daily Egyptian, Friday, June 30, page 14. The article related the need, importance and availability of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). The article described the CPR programs offered by Memorial Hospital in Carbondale and the Illinois Department of Insurance Service and the SIU Department of Physical Education. We would also like to bring to the attention of the Daily Egyptian Readers the CPR courses which have been offered the last three and one-half years by the SIU Department of Physical Education.

First Aid Chairmain, Jackson County Red Cross

WTOA's 'class' not nearly enough.

With your recent article about WTOA's newest deejay, Vicky Moore, I think it is important to mention that she is the author of the song "The Jive and the so-called "gonzo radio." I am one of those listeners who finds the Seaclimber's humor a "cosmic irititation," whatever that is, rather than a hilarious way to greet the day. I find his musical manipulations to be irritating, if not in bad taste. I do not always enjoy listening to his jabber or his editorial comments. Sometimes I even find listening to four or five versions of the same song played over and over again very irritating. I know that I am not alone in my opinion.

For those of you who wish to defend the Jive, I must confess that I have also heard the so-called "gonzo radio." In his defense, I wish only that his so-called "gonzo radio" would occasionally surfaces through his radio games and is made apparent by his musical knowledge as well as his selections. However, these instanies become, in my opinion, rarer and rarer.

Perhaps what is most irritating to me is the fact that I now have to turn TAO off more than I turn it on. The cause of my behavior is that Earl Jive is expanding his range of music to include air. I am not entirely sure if he is not for him to support his late-model Mercedes. I was willing to allow the Jive and to turn on their share of air time without making my objections known. However, now that I have to turn out the Jive twice a week, I am more inclined to listen to music. My only reason for listening to music is to seek relaxation.

According to my family, the music is too loud and disturbing. I am not entirely sure if that is true or not. I do not know if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not. I am not entirely sure if it is true or not.
Daniels Band drives its fans into frenzy

By Jim McCarvary
Staff Writer

Held at the site of the 1893 World's Fair in what is now the University of Illinois, the late-night show was a hit with the fans. The band, led by Jim Daniels, played a variety of rock and roll, including covers of songs by the Stones, the Who, and the Doors. The audience was so enthusiastic that the band decided to add more songs to their set.

A Review

Other favorites like "Stardust" and "Country Boy"

And when Daniels set down his guitar and picked up his fiddle, the crowd seemed to know what was coming and let out a roar that was probably heard 30 miles away. "I love the old Rolling Stones hit, but I think our version is better," Daniels said.

It's tempting to click at Jim Daniels' many assets, which include running and strutting around the stage waving his four-foot stick, singing faces that are wester than Cheap Trick's Rick Nielsen, and a really pogo-guitar-boogie-woogie. But it's not. There are two reasons. First, there are two drummers, Fred Edwards and John Cusack, who make the rest of the band sound like a mere monotonous-oh-see-a trap that seems to catch more than it loses and loses more than it wins.

As good as the new material was, it is hard to beat the energy contained in the band's familiar songs. Kingman in the evening, the band kicked out high gear for a roaring version of "I Don't Want to Be a Soldier." 

Charlie Daniels' loves:
Family, fans and touring

By Jim McCarvary

Staff Writer

Daniels' band didn't rely too much on its fans into frenzy. He said that their fans are more like family to him, and that he enjoys spending time with them.

Auditions for Kaufman and Kurt's new comedy "You Can't Take It With You," at 11:00 a.m., Program Out, Day 23. The play is an old-fashioned love story with comic complications. There are rules for women and women of various ages.

Charlie Daniels waved the crowd at Du Quoin and old and new tunes Saturday night. Daniels said he got a "special kick" from playing in the Southern Illinois area because people had been so good to him. (Photo by Dale Deardorff)
We still have a few smiles left over. You'll never pay less for a car than right now.

**SKYLARK**

*At Least 12 to Choose From*

**WAS** 5541.00

**NOW** 5075.00

**Includes:** Tinted Glass, Carpet Savers, Air Conditioning, Power Disc Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Deluxe Wheel Covers, White Side-Wall Tires, AM Radio.

**REGAL**

*At Least 20 to Choose From*

**WAS** 6311.00

**NOW** 5475.00


**LeSabre**

*At Least 15 to Choose From*

**WAS** 7018.00

**NOW** 6175.00

Producer pans petite prospects

By Jay Scharbert
AP Television Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mike Metzger has a rough job. He must see 300 young, pretty women each week. He produces "The Dating Game." But he isn't Bachelor No. 1. He says he's happily married and his wife, Eileen, is the show's associate producer. He says they met in 1966, when she took on "The Dating Game" and he on "The Newlywed Game" at the emporium of game-show guru Chuck Barris.

Mike's "Dating" effort, syndicated by Barris to about 80 stations, is returning to TV this fall after a four-year rest. He says its format basically is the same as in the old days.

A pretty girl questions Bachelors No. 1, 2 and 3. The guy who strikes her fancy wins. The couple then gets an expense-paid night on the town or a chartered trip to exotic places. But Metzger says the questions in the new "Dating" version occasionally will be more important and consequence than, say, how the bachelor feels about pre-marital surfing.

"We sense there's a more frank and open climate these days," he said. "They'll be asking questions they never asked in the old days, such as opinions on legalized prostitution or birth control."

Metzger, 38, says he gets his dating prospects through newspaper ads or referrals from those appearing on the show. The prospects, male and female, are screened in groups of six.

"The producer is asked what sort of would-be daters he and he staff seek during the preliminaries. We're looking for people who are attractive, lively, open and honest," said Metzger, grandson of comedian Eddie Cantor.

On the ladies ever flirt? "No, it only happens occasionally," he said. How does he handle it? "It depends on the individual. If that's her thing, she feel it has entertainment value, I'll use her for the show."

British driver killed during royal parade

MOOSE JAW, Saskatchewan (AP) - A routine trip to the local airport for Britain's Queen Elizabeth II took on tragic proportions when the driver of her motorcade's lead car apparently suffered a fatal heart attack and smashed his auto into a telephone pole.

"We sense there's a more frank and open climate these days," he said. "They'll be asking questions they never asked in the old days, such as opinions on legalized prostitution or birth control."

Metzger, 38, says he gets his dating prospects through newspaper ads or referrals from those appearing on the show. The prospects, male and female, are screened in groups of six.

"The producer is asked what sort of would-be daters he and the staff seek during the preliminaries. We're looking for people who are attractive, lively, open and honest," said Metzger, grandson of comedian Eddie Cantor.

On the ladies ever flirt? "No, it only happens occasionally," he said. How does he handle it? "It depends on the individual. If that's her thing, she feel it has entertainment value, I'll use her for the show."

But there's a strict ban against staff members looking around with "Dating Game" prospects, he emphasized.

He said this season's "Dating" is taped 175 shows, or 25 weeks' worth. "Well, 300 women a week is such a vast bar that my mind can't handle the combinations," Metzger insisted, adding that doubtless he'll ever meet a lovelier, livelier woman than his own wife.

"It goes by quickly. It's too unbelievably mind-boggling for me ever to sit and ponder for five minutes."

He snapped at the magnitude of the producer's task:
"I know I've got to retire soon because I've definitely got brain damage," he laughed. But he looked at the bright side of it all this way:
At least I've got enough energy standing in my mind to me through 50 years of retirement without ever picking up a Playboys' magazine.
Catfish waste used to grow bumper crops

By University News Service

At the edge of a cornfield in Goreville, Massac County, Illinois, a family-size garden plot that looks like a model for turning out county fair prize bumper crops of tomatoes, squash, cucumbers and sweet potatoes, now reaches toward dozens of rows. But the blue-ribbon vegetables aren't growing in soil; they've sprouted from beds of small stones which are periodically flooded with a water solution that is rich in nutrients.

It's a hydroponic garden, to be sure. But there's another touch: The nutrient solution for growth is watered from the fish! The fish, confined to three hard-lined enclosures, do the things above the plot. The fish are growing fast, too; their wastes are "treated" by the plants then recirculated back to the holding tanks.

Hydroponic garden plots are inspected by, from left, Phil Gilbert, Carbondale attorney, Frank Horton, vice president for academic affairs and research and William Lewis, SIU researcher.

Hydroponic crops of 1,000 acres at Silklands Village of the Monroe, Ill., YO6sion industries, Inc. (SOIL) are valued at 100,000 dollars and are cultivated in the water. It's a project started two years ago by two SIU scientists, William Lewis, head of the Cooperative Fisheries Research Laboratory, and John Yopp, a botanist, now working for a way to combine high-density fish growing with hydroponics, a time-tested agricultural technique.

In the system, they've developed, vegetables and fish work together to help each other grow.

The system has found that fish can clean up sewage and produce vegetables in the process.

Lewis thanks their experiment demonstrates a practical way to take advantage of a potentially valuable resource and at the same time deal with the nitrogen which he spends liquidized in left after sewage treatment is cleaned.

"It demonstrates that plants can clean up sewage and produce vegetables in the process," he says.

In the system developed by Lewis and Yopp, waste from the fish is recirculated through a "biotower" — a series of tanks that carry colonies of bacteria and algae.
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CARBONDALE BEAUTICIAN with experience please contact. 238-2296 before 6 p.m. 3600C191

NOW ACCEPTING APPOINTMENTS. Personal student work for persons trained in nail work. Frensor to have experience in practice, stage 1st to 12th. Call 3606-5791, 1705-2685, or call 3606-3306. Fees to be arranged. Apply Student Center Admission Office or call 5501, ask for Michael Black.

S. BOWL Cox Cox’s Waitress needed. Every day 11:30-7:30. 36475100C3

MALE QUADRI-PILEGIC in need of personal attendant beginning August through fall and winter semester. Call Harvey 457-4779, 263-4688.

GO DO DANCERS, top salary up to $50 per hour. Call for an appointment. Apartment building. 263-4688.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST needed full time. Apply in person. William’s Stove. 263-4688.

PRAIRIE MASTER visits weekly to walk your dog. Write 601-5291.

CARBONDALE CLOSED OFFICE NEEDS Phlebotomists and general office help.

B.B.C. STUDEKANT

WANTED - 1 bed room rental.

C. J. C. 360-1242.

WANTED - CHRISTIAN, MODERN, ENGAGING roommates, 18. 263-4688.
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Dog trapped in plot for 11 days

By Charles Chamberlain
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — A lost poodle was trapped in a 50-yard plot bordering the Eisenhower Expressway and was within inches of death from the whistling traffic for 11 days. He was finally rescued Tuesday by the Anti-Cruelty Society which expects him to be claimed by Wendy Conlin of Danby, Vt. The dog had been missing since June when the Conlin's van was broken into in Chicago.

"When we saw him he was too frightened to move at first. We had to set a trap for him," said Lesley Zepart, shelter manager. "He has no tags. Just part of a rope around his neck. He is about 10 years old. His gray coat was covered with burrs and he was trembling."

"But now," said Zepart, "he is responding to treatment and the whole staff at the shelter plays with him."

The dog was first noticed by workers from a window of their third-floor office in the College of Education Building overlooking the Eisenhower. He was in an area of baches and grass, cut off from escape by a high concrete abutment on one side and the expressway on the other.

"Every time we heard brakes squeal out there we would jump and run in the window," said Lorraine Nelson. "He expected he would get killed, or somebody would have an accident trying to avoid hitting him."

Mrs. Nelson and co-workers Gerry Quinn and Paula Sullivan climbed the abutment and tried to rescue the poodle.

"We went over with food for him, but he wouldn't come near us," said Mrs. Quinn. "We tried to crawl into the bushes, but they were too thick. We finally got the Anti-Cruelty Society to try."  

Mrs. Quinn said they noticed that a woman every day would pull her car onto the shoulder of the expressway near the grassy area and leave food.

Zepart said the poodle probably was on the abutment all day and fell off.

"We heard Mrs. Conlin has been told of the lost poodle by friends in Chicago who had heard of the trapped dog. The woman plans to come to Chicago to see if the dog is her Sam."

"The description, the partial blindness and the age all indicate it is her dog," he said.

Warden quits Stateville job to 'go fishing'

JOLIET (AP) — Ernest Morris, who quit as warden of Stateville, says he's going to hang up a "Gus Fishin'" sign and enter the labor force in less than 25 years of prison work.

Monday was his last day in his Stateville office and he spent it changing his clothes at his garden, A.M. Manor. Morris, 51, who came up through the ranks beginning as a prison guard, said he was getting out because of a bad situation that is growing worse and the daily stress involved.

"I'm considering a couple of positions in the state Department of Corrections, like the academy, but I just may wind up working at a factory," Morris said. "I've got two months vacation paid up and I'm just going to lay around and take it easy. I also plan to start looking for a house to buy in the Joliet area, if I can find one.

"But this week, I'm going out on the river in fish," he said, "And it will be the first time I won't have to take a rosin with me or talk on something that might break or not tell my superiors or police where I can be reached in case of emergency."  

Morris has been warden since June of 1971, and before that was warden at the Joliet Correctional Center.

"I'm leaving one year before a probable retirement age, and that's why I'm considering staying in the department in another capacity," he said. "But I've got a lot of fishing to do and I'm making up my mind.

Morris being warden at Stateville was a frustrating experience.  
Stateville has 3,500 inmates.
SIU professor studies leaders

L. Williams, student writer

The factors in our society that take away from education make it tough to follow, or at least do, to SIU. Our educational system needs to pay more attention to research on the phenomenon of inattention to learning.

The $10,000 research project, which is funded in part by the U.S. government, is not only a leadership, but also on education study. However, we're arguing that organizations which receive such kinds of educational tools to work with, are not the answer to how leaders use these power tools.

It's easy to say that we have no one to do research on leaders.

We're having problems, he said. That's why leaders have the middle. He influences on people and the people have an input. We're looking at the leaders and we're looking for the leaders.

Osborn said that there are several factors which affect how an organization works. Among them is the environment.

"It's easier to be a leader when the environment is the right one," he said. "Right now the Army is having a tough time in that respect."

Osborn said that uncertainty within an organization can make things difficult. He said that another factor is the individuality of person working in a particular setting.

"If you know how to stay politics, you can make a deal," he said. "If a lot of people need you and you need them, then you're in a position. One may want to be independent but still want the upper hand.

Osborn said that the leadership positions he is taking because they're in a bureaucracy. He said the big technically sophisticated bureaucrats makes it easy to be a leader or a subordinate. Factors within a structured corporation, become more difficult, but give SIU as an example.

"The administrative structure of those universitites is inconsistent with the technology and its site," he said. "The techology here requires innovation and emphasis on being leaders."

The SIU project has focused on the "400" system, which has a rigid bureaucracy that is not applicable. The state wants to run the system on its own. SIU is doing so. It's too complicated for that."

"The structure is out of sync with the technology," Osborn said. "We're dealing with problems they can't cope with problems."

The research consists mainly of questionnaires sent to both leaders and their subordinates which include questions dealing with the leader's effective and ineffective aspects of the subordinate's production and the environmental factors within each particular organization.

The last one-year project, proposed by the SIU Study Health and Development Corp. project director.

The $241,000 health proposal was made by the Health and Development Corp. in Southern Illinois, Inc. (CHPSH) on July 22. But, Osborn said, the proposal was pulled and will be rewritten to extend full physical services to the designated areas.

Federal funds aid rail repair

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Transportation Department and the Chicago and Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad signed an agreement that will begin work on rebuilding the railroad with $46.4 million in federal funds for the study and car and locomotive repair and replacement.

The Transportation Department and Federal Railroad Administration will purchase $24.5 million of the railroad's trustee certificates, permitting the certificates to remain in its main line between Milwaukee, Wisc., and Chicago.

The PRL also will guarantee a five-year pension plan to repair 950 freight cars and 111 locomotives and to install environmental control facilities at its shops in Chicago.

Last year, the FRA purchased $3 million in preferred stock from the railroad in a $3 million loan from the railroad to help the company purchase $7.5 million in parts of the line. In December, the FRA purchased two railcars for the railroad, requiring the present project to be funded as a rehabilitation project.

In April, the FRA guaranteed a $25 million loan to the railroad, operating expenses and locomotive repairs, among other things, on the Milwaukee's stock.

The Milwaukee Railroad serves many communities throughout its territory. FRA administration John A. Sullivan said in a signing ceremony statement. "It is felt that in the public interest to provide this substantial interest so that the basic service can be provided the necessary service.

This is a great day for education in Illinois," said Thompson. "This is a great day for education in Illinois."

By L. Williams, student writer

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Financially troubled the Illinois school system has gotten an additional $76 million through a revised state school and formula for the fiscal year, under a record $6.8 billion school and package signed Monday by Gov. James R. Thompson.

"This is a great day for education in Illinois," said Thompson, approving a revised formula to help bail out of large districts throughout the state.

Thompson also approved a merit pay plan for teachers, providing $347 million to fund the new pay, saying it would provide $200 million to help provide for teachers' retirement.

Minimum amounts spent on each pupil will jump from $1,250 to $1,300 in the fiscal year. Senate Education Committee chairman Leonard M. Thompson's action raised the state's overall cap spending to more than $1.5 billion. The money is shifted from large districts for special programs, such as education for the handicapped.

In a related action, Thompson also signed a bill requiring local schools to be funded on the same day as the federal holiday, rather than the traditional May 30. An extension of the bill that would reduce the change, but did so long before the bill would cost the state $76 million.

Record school aid package signed
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Financially troubled the Illinois school system has gotten an additional $76 million through a revised state school and formula for the fiscal year, under a record $6.8 billion school and package signed Monday by Gov. James R. Thompson.

"This is a great day for education in Illinois," said Thompson, approving a revised formula to help bail out of large districts throughout the state.

Thompson also approved a merit pay plan for teachers, providing $347 million to fund the new pay, saying it would provide $200 million to help provide for teachers' retirement.

Minimum amounts spent on each pupil will jump from $1,250 to $1,300 in the fiscal year. Senate Education Committee chairman Leonard M. Thompson's action raised the state's overall cap spending to more than $1.5 billion. The money is shifted from large districts for special programs, such as education for the handicapped.

In a related action, Thompson also signed a bill requiring local schools to be funded on the same day as the federal holiday, rather than the traditional May 30. An extension of the bill that would reduce the change, but did so long before the bill would cost the state $76 million.

Health project proposal withdrawn for alteration

By Martin Mini, student writer

Southern Illinois' medical project proposal, designed to funnel nearly a quarter million dollars in health care facilities in under-served areas, has met a stumbling block.

The measure's progress was halted in July when the proposal was withdrawn for alteration, according to Toby Sekan, Shawnee Health and Development Corp. project director.

The $241,000 health proposal was made by the Health and Development Corp. in Southern Illinois, Inc. (CHPSH) on July 22. But, Sekan said, the proposal was pulled and will be rewritten to extend full physical services to the designated areas.

The one-year project, proposed by the Shawnee Health Service and Development Corp. of S. Washington St., is part of a three-
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Try our Bar & Ove
'It's delicious!
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Cocktails

$1.00

pink squirrel, pina colada, black or white russian
also fresh banana, peach, and strawberry cocktails

at MELVIN'S

Happy Hour

2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

25¢ drafts etc.
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